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Answer all the questions. 
 

1. What is the simplified result of the Boolean function 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = (𝑥 + 𝑦)(�̅� + 𝑦)? 

(1) 𝑥   (2) 𝑦  (3) 1   (4) �̅�  (5) �̅� 
 

2. Which of the following is considered as first electronic computer? 
(1) EDVAC   (2) ENIAC   (3) Atanasoff-Berry Computer (ABC) 
(4) UNIVAC   (5) Analytical Engine 

 

3. Which of the following statements is correct regarding a relation of the relational model? 
(1) Each relation in a database has a primary key. 
(2) There can be multi-valued attributes in a relation. 
(3) Each row is identified uniquely. 
(4) The order of columns is must. 
(5) Each value at the intersection of a row and a column is unique. 

   

4. What is the main function of the BIOS? 
(1) allows a computer to connect to a network  
(2) provides temporary data storage for the CPU 
(3) performs a power-on self-test of internal components 
(4) provides graphic capabilities for computer games 
(5) provides power to internal components 
 
5. Which of the following can be categorized as a solid-state memory device?  
(1) RAM   (2) Hard disk   (3) CD-RW 
(4) Floppy disk   (5) Flash drive 
 

6. Binary equivalent of 7110. 
(1) 0110011        (2) 1011101          (3) 1000111          (4) 1011010        (5) 1101010 

 
7. A network administrator is testing connectivity to a remote computer using the IP address 10.1.1.1. What does the 

output of this command indicate? 

 

 

 

 
 

(1) Connectivity to the remote computer was successful. 
(2) A router along the path did not have a route to the destination. 
(3) A ping packet is being blocked by a security device along the path. 
(4) Success rate of the connection is 50%. 
(5) None of the above. 

f.ngh.j (cau;jug;) ghPl;ir – [{d ; 2016 

Conducted by the Field Work Center, Thondaimanaru 

In Collaboration with the Zonal Education Office, Jaffna 
jfty;> njhlu;ghly; njhopDl;gtpay; (ICT) 

juk ; - 13 (A/L) 2016        gFjp - I   Neuk; : 2 kzp 

 

 

ping 10.1.1.1 
Type escape sequence to abort. 
Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echoes to 10.1.1.1, timeout is 2 seconds: 
Success rate is 0 percent (0/5) 
 

[See page two 
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8. Consider the following statements regarding operating system. 
A – allocating memory necessary for processes.  
B – scheduling processes. 
C – handling file and folders.        
Which of the above is/are the activities of a memory management? 
(1) A only        (2) B only       (3) A,B only    (4) A,C only   (5) A,B,C all 

 
9. 2338 + A916 =  
(1) 5048  (2) 1038             (3) 4758  (4) 12458 (5) 17138 

 
10. What is the output of the following python program? 

a = 0 
while a < 5: 
    a=a+2 
    print (a+1,end = ' ') 
(1) 2, 4, 6  (2) 3 , 5, 7  (3) 2,3, 4 (4) 4, 5, 6  (5) 0, 2, 4 

 
11. Consider the following relations. 

Student (sno, name, age, address) 
Subject (sub_no, name, lecturer) 
Results (sno, sub_no, marks, grade) 

Which of the following SQL statement can be used to retrieve the names of all the students who scored 
over 35 marks for any subject? 

(1) select S.name from Student S, Results R where marks > 35 
(2) select S.name from Student S, Results R where S.sno = R.sno and marks > 35 
(3) select S.name from Student S, Results R where S.sno = R.sno or marks > 35 
(4) select S.name from Student S, Results R where S.sno = R.sno , marks > 35 
(5) select S.name from Student S and Results R where S.sno = R.sno and marks > 35 
 
12. Which of the following is equivalent Boolean expression for XOR logic gate? 
(1)  𝐴 + 𝐵 (2) 𝐴�̅� + �̅�𝐵    (3) 𝐴. 𝐵   (4) 𝐴𝐵 + 𝐴𝐵̅̅ ̅̅    (5) 𝐴𝐵 + �̅�𝐵 
 
13. In python programming, which type of file mode should be used to open to append data in a text file “scores.txt” 

without changing previous data? 
(1) outfile = open(“scores.txt”, “a”)   (2) outfile = open(“scores.txt”, “rw”) 
(3) outfile = open(file = “scores.txt”, “w”)  (4) outfile = open(file = “scores.txt”, “r”) 
(5) outfile = open(file = “scores.txt”, “wr”) 
 

14. Which of the following is a valid email address? 
(1) Abc123.example.com    (2) Abc.123@example.com 
(3) Abc.1.2.3.@example.com   (4) Abc123@example$com 
(5) Abc@123@example.com 
 

15. The following result is displayed on a web page. 

 One 
 Two 
 Three 

The following list is a browser rendering of HTML code. 
(1) <dl> <li> One </li> <li> Two </li> <li> Three </li> </dl> 
(2) <tr> <td> One </td> <td> Two </td> <td> Three </td> </tr> 
(3) <ol> <li> One </li> <li> Two </li> <li> Three </li> </ol> 
(4) <ul> <li> One </li> <li> Two </li> <li> Three </li> </ul> 
(5) <nl> <li> One </li> <li> Two </li> <li> Three </li> </nl> 

[See page three 
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16. What is the purpose of ICMP messages? 
(1) to inform routers about network topology changes 
(2) to ensure the delivery of an IP packet 
(3) to provide feedback of IP packet transmissions 
(4) to monitor the process of a domain name to IP address resolution 
(5) to monitor router 
 
 Consider the following scenario to answer the question from (17)  to (18). 
Pharmaceutical companies produce drugs and the trade name identifies each drug uniquely with respect to each 
company. Each pharmacy sells several drugs and has a price for each. A drug could be sold at several pharmacies at a 
fixed price. A pharmaceutical company can contract with several pharmacies, and a pharmacy can contract with several 
pharmaceutical companies. 
 
17. Based on the given scenario, how would the price be represented? 
(1) As an attribute of pharmacy 
(2) As an attribute of the relationship between pharmacy and drug 
(3) As an attribute of the relationship between pharmacy and Pharmaceutical company  
(4) As an attribute of drug 
(5) As an attribute of Pharmaceutical company 
 
18. If the price of each drug could vary from one pharmacy to another, how would the price be represented? 
(1) As an attribute of drug 
(2) As an attribute of the relationship between pharmacy and drug 
(3) As an attribute of the relationship between pharmacy and Pharmaceutical company 
(4) As an attribute of pharmacy 
(5) As an attribute of Pharmaceutical company 
 

19. What is the output of the following flowchart? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

20. Which of the following IP addresses are private?   
A - 10.1.1.1 B - 172.32.5.2  C - 172.16.4.4 D - 192.168.5.5  E - 224.6.6.6 
(1) A only     (2) A, B only     (3) A,C,D only     (4) A, B, E only     (5) A,B,C only      

(1)  1 2 3  

(2)  0 2 4 

(3)  0 1 2 

(4)  2 4 6 

(5)  0 1 2 

 

Start 

Stop 

A = 0 

Display A 

A > 5 

A = A + 2 

Yes 

No 

[See page four 
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21. Which protocol translates a website name such as www.abc.com into a network address?   
(1) HTTP  (2) FTP   (3) DHCP (4) DNS   (5) POP 
 

22. The changes made in a developed and implemented software ………………………..is called. 
(1) System design  (2) System maintenance  (3) system analysis 
(4) System testing  (5) Coding  

 

23. Which of the following represent the correct way of inserting a Meta tag in HTML? 
 
(1) <meta name="keywords" content="ICT, WWW, web, HTML"> 
(2) <meta name="keywords" values ="ICT, WWW, web, HTML" /> 
(3) <meta> name="keywords" content="ICT, WWW, web, HTML"</meta> 
(4) <meta> name="keywords" values ="ICT, WWW, web, HTML"</meta>. 
(5) <meta name="keywords" content ="ICT, WWW, web, HTML"/meta>. 
 

24. Consider the following HTML code.  
 
&lt; Perera &amp; Silva Associates &gt; 
How will a browser display this?  

 
(1) & >; Perera && Silva Associates & <;   (2) < Perera Silva Associates > 
(3) < Perera & Silva Associates >    (4) & < Perera && Silva Associates &> 
(5) <; Perera &; Silva Associates >; 
 
25. Which of the following statements is/are correct regarding normalization? 
 
A - It reduces update anomalies. 
B - It increases insertion anomalies. 
C - It minimizes redundancy. 
(1) A only  (2) B only (3) C only (4) A, B only  (5) A, C only 
 
26. In CSS, an external style sheet is referred to as. 
 
(1) <link src = "stylesheet" type = "text/css" href = "mainstyle.css"> 
(2) <link rel = "stylesheet" type = "text/css" href = "mainstyle.css"> 
(3) <style src = "mainstyle.css"> 
(4) <stylesheet> mainstyle.css</stylesheet> 
(5) <link url = "stylesheet" type = "text/css" href = "mainstyle.css"> 
 

27. A network administrator checks the security log and notices there was unauthorized access to a file server. Upon 
further investigation of the file system log, the administrator notices several important documents were copied to a 
host located outside of the company. What kind of possible security threat is represented in this scenario? 

(1) data loss   (2) identity theft   (3) data theft 
(4) denial of service  (5) phishing 
 

28. Which of the following represents the correct syntax of anchor tag in HTML? 
(1) <a url = "http://www.bit.lk"> ICT website </a> 
(2) <link = "http://www.bit.lk"/> ICT website </a> 
(3) <a link = "http://www.bit.lk"> ICT website </a> 
(4) <a href = "http://www.bit.lk"> ICT website </a> 
(5) <a> http://www.bit.lk </a> 
 

[See page five 
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29. What happens whenever a TCP segment is missing at destination? 

(1) The receiving host aborts transmission 
(2) The sending host aborts transmission 
(3) The receiving host requests a retransmission 
(4) The sending host requests a retransmission 
(5)  None of the above 
 

30. Consider the followings. 
A – Fridge  B – Human nervous system C – Human blood circulating system 

Which of the above is/are closed system(s)? 
(1) A only     (2) B only      (3) A, B only         (4) B, C only         (5) A,B,C all 

 

31. Which of the following python program is syntactically correct? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

32. Denial of Service (DoS) is an attack on a computer or network that prevents legitimate use of its resources. Which 
of the following is a symptom of a DoS attack? 

(1) Unavailability of a particular website 
(2) Decrease in the amount of spam emails received 
(3) Automatic increase in network bandwidth 
(4) Automatic increase in network performance 
(5) All of the above 
 

33. Which OSI layer is responsible for multiplexing? 
(1) Data link  (2) Transport (3) Session (4) Network  (5) Physical 

 
34. In the process state transition diagram, the transition from the READY state to the RUNNING state indicates that. 
(1) A process is removed by another process   
(2) A process has blocked for another application  
(3) A process is waiting for an I/O operation   
(4) A process is just created   
(5) A process is just terminated 
 
35. Which of the following is/are the e-Commerce activities? 

 
A - Selling goods and services 
B - Paying utility bills 
C - e-Parliament 
(1) A only      (2) B only     (3) A, C only     (4) C only     (5) A, B, C all 

 
36. How many usable host addresses are there in the subnet 192.168.1.32/27? 
(1) 32   (2) 30  (3) 64   (4) 16  (5) 62 
 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

while a < 10: 

print (a) 

a = a +1   

while a < 10 

print (a) 

a = a +1   

 

while a < 10: 

print (a) 

      a = a +1   

 

while a < 10: 

       print (a) 

       a = a +1   

 

while a < 10: 

        print (a): 

        a = a +1: 

 

[See page six 
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37. Consider the following two relations. 
 

A (Students) 
St_Id Name Address 
1004 Bimal Colombo 
1001 Damith Kandy 
1008 Amal Galle 
1002 Chamil Jaffna 

 
Applying a certain SQL statement to table A gives table B. Which of the following statements could this SQL statement 
be? 
 
(1) SELECT * FROM Students ORDER BY  
(2) SELECT * FROM Students ORDER BY Name 
(3) SELECT * FROM Students ORDER BY St_Id DESC 
(4) SELECT * FROM Students ORDER BY Name DESC 
(5) SELECT * FROM Students 

  
38. Consider the following data flow diagram. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Customer, Get Order and Order are respectively represented. 
(1) Data store, external entity, process            (2) Process, external entity, data store       
(3) External entity, process, data store     (4) External entity, data store, process  
(5) Process, data store, external entity  

 
39. Consider the following tasks. 
A - Creating a table. 
B - Removing a row from a table. 
C - Changing data in a column in a table. 
D - Removing a database. 
 
Which SQL keywords have to be used to accomplish the above tasks respectively? 
(1) ALTER, CREATE, DELETE, UPDATE  (2) ALTER, CREATE, INSERT, DELETE 
(3) UPDATE, CREATE, DELETE, DROP  (4) CREATE, DELETE, UPDATE, DROP 
(e) UPDATE, CREATE, INSERT, DROP 
 

40. Consider the following relations. 
Student (studentid, sname) 
House (houseid, studentid, hname) 
What is the SQL statement that could be used to obtain details sname and houseid only? 
(1) select * from Student, House 
(2)  select sname, houseid from House 
(3)  select * from Student, House where sname = houseid 
(4)  select sname, houseid from Student, House where sname = houseid 
(5)  select Student.sname, House.houseid from Student, House where Student.studentid = House.Studentid 
 
 

B 

St_Id Name Address 
1001 Damith Kandy 
1002 Chamil Jaffna 
1004 Bimal Colombo 
1008 Amal Galle 

 

Customer 
Order M1 Get Order 

1 

[See page seven 
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41. Consider the following functional dependency diagram on student marks for courses. 
 
 
StudentID, CourseID, StudentName, SubjectName, Mark 
 
 
 
What would be the set of relations after removing all the functional dependencies? 
A - Students (StudentID, StudentName)   B - Marks (StudentID, CourseID, Mark) 
C - Subjects (CourseID, SubjectName)  D - Marks (StudentID, Mark) 
 
(1) A only         (2) B only      (3) A,C only    (4) A, B,C only        (5) A, B,C,D all 

 

42. Which of the following is a non-functional requirement of a washing machine?  
A – it shall be able to wash clothes efficiently. 
B – it shall be able to wash 50 kg of clothes at the same time. 
C – it shall be able to consume less amount of electricity. 
 

(1) A only       (2) B only          (3) C only      (4) A, B only           (5) B,C only  
 

43. Consider the following Lecturer relation with the given attributes and data types. 
 
Lecturer (EmpNo VARCHAR(03), Name VARCHAR(50), Salary REAL, DNo VARCHAR(02)) 
Which of the following SQL statement will increase the Salary by Rs: 3000/= for all department ‘02’employees whose 
salary is below Rs: 10,000 /=?    
 
(1) UPDATE Lecturer SET Salary = Salary + 3000 WHERE Salary < 10000 
(2) INSERT INTO Lecturer SET Salary = Salary * 3000 WHERE Salary < 10000 AND DNo = ‘02’ 
(3) DELETE FROM Lecturer WHERE Salary < 10000 AND DNo = ‘02’ 
(4) UPDATE Lecturer SET Salary = Salary + 3000 WHERE Salary < 10000 AND DNo = ‘02’ 
(5) INSERT INTO Lecturer SET Salary = Salary + 3000 WHERE Salary < 10000 AND DNo = = ‘02’ 
 
44. What is the output of the following python program? 

 
sub = ['Physics','ICT','Mathematics'] 
tmp = [ ] 
for x in sub: 
    tmp.append (x.lower ( )) 
    print (tmp) 

 
(1) ['physics']    (2) ['physics', 'ict']  (3) ['physics', 'ict', 'mathematics'] 
(4) ['physics']    (5) ['Physics'] 
      ['physics', 'ict']         ['Physics', 'ICT'] 
      ['physics', 'ict', 'mathematics']        ['Physics', 'ICT', 'Mathematics']  
 
45. What is the name of the technique in which the operating system of a computer executes several programs 

concurrently by switching back and forth between them? 
 

(1) partionaning   (2) multi-tasking   (3) paging   
(4) multi-threading  (5) processing 
 
 
 
 [See page eight 
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46. Which of the following technologies is used as an internal cache memory?  
(1) SRAM (2) DRAM (3) EPROM (4) ROM (5) EEPROM 
 
47. Which of the following is correct syntax for defining font in CSS? 
 
(1) p {font: "Times New Roman", Times, serif;} (2) h1 {font-type: "Times New Roman", Times, serif;} 
(3) p {fonts: "Times New Roman", Times, serif;} (4) h2 {font-category: "Times New Roman", Times, serif;} 
(5) p {font-family: "Times New Roman", Times, serif;} 

 
48. Consider the following statements about malware. 
 
A - Computer virus can replicate itself and spread from one computer to another.  
B - Trojan horse appears to perform useful application for the user prior to enter, but steals information.  
C - Spyware collects information about users without their knowledge. 
(1) A only         (2) B only       (3) A, C only     (4) A, B only        (5) A, B, C all 

 
49. Consider the following statements about software Agents. 
 
A – Agents operate without the direct intervention or less intevention of humans. 
B – Able to exhibit goal-directed behavior by taking the initiative. 
C – Agents can be a part of a user-friendly transportation system which perform intelligently by adjusting to the 

dynamic environment. 
 
Which of the above is/are correct? 
(1) A only (2) B only (3) C only (4) A, B only (5) A, B, C all 
 
50. Consider the following statements. 
 
A - Offering the optimal route to destination by analyzing traffic information 
B - Automatically calculate road utilization fare by recognizing vehicles 
C - Identifying pollution status of air, water, soil, etc.,  
 
Which of the above can be the service(s) of ubiquitous computing environment? 
(1) A only (2) B only (3) A,C only (4) A, B only (5) A, B, C all 
 
 

**** 
 
 
 

[End 
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Part II - A Structured Essay  

Answer all the questions 
 

1.  

(a) A student uses the following URL to download a copy of a previous year’s ICT exam paper. 
 

https://www.alict.lk/gce/al/ict/2015_2.pdf 
 
 
 
(i) Write down the two labelled parts of this URL. 
 
A  ………………………    B  ………………………………. 
 
(ii) State the top-level domain part in the URL. 
 
 
 
(iii) What is the role of a DNS server? 
 

 

 

 

 

(b) Use two’s complement 8-bits method to add numbers 1310 and (-910). Show your calculations. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

(c) The memory of a Computer system is byte addressable and its virtual memory address is 32 bits and the size of the 
physical memory is 1 GB, divided into 1 KB pages. 

 
 

G.C.E. (A/L) Examination – June 2016 

Conducted by Field Work Center, Thondaimanaru. 

 

In Collaboration with the Zonal Education Office, Jaffna 

Information & Communication Technology (ICT) 

Grade - 13 (A/L) 2016        Part - II   Time: 3 Hours 
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 (i) How many maximum physical pages are available? 
 
 
 
(ii) What is the size of the virtual address space? 
 
 
 
(iii) How many virtual pages are available? 
 
 
 
 
2.  
(a) The incomplete HTML code below will be added to the web page to link it to the external style sheet. [Assume that 

the name of the external style sheet file is styles.css] 

 
Complete the following table by writing the missing parts of the HTML code.  

 

 
 

(b) The following shows the HTML code for a web page. 

 

<html> 
<head> 
<title> AL ICT </title> 
<meta name="keywords" content="AL, Computing, ICT" /> 
</head> 
<body> 
<div id="header"> 
<h1> AL ICT </h1> 
</div> 
<p> Welcome to the  <span class="boldRed"> new </span> page for AL ICT students </p> 
</body> 
</html> 
 
The following shows the external style sheet styles.css which contains three rules. 

 

h1 { color:darkblue; font-style:italic; } 
#header { font-family:arial; } 
.boldRed { color:red; font-weight:bold; } 
 
Using the above HTML and CSS files, write down the followings: 
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 (i) ID selector : ..................................................................... 
 
(ii) Class selector: ...................................................................... 
 

(c) Describe the purpose of the Meta elements line given in above HTML file. 

 
 
 
 
 
3. The table below stores details of students and the overall grade each student obtained in different modules. The table 

has a composite primary key (StudentID, ModuleID). 
 

Results 
StudentID StudentName ModuleID ModuleName Grade 
S001 Smith M01 Java A 
S001 Smith M02 Databases B 
S002 Ford M01 Java B 

 
(a) Which Normal Form does the above table violate and why? 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Normalize the table up to the normal form identified in question (a). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) Draw an ER diagram for the  entities you obtained in question (b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(d) Write down type of the cardinality in the ER diagram drawn in (c) and justify your answer.   
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4. Software is being developed to allow secure transmission of data over the Internet. The two computers involved in a 
communication will be known as A and B. 

 
(a) What is encryption? 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) The data that are being transmitted will be encrypted using public and private keys. A and B will each have a public 

key and a private key. A will encrypt the data that it is sending using B’s public key. 
Explain why the data should not be encrypted using: 

 
(i) A’s public key. 
 
 
 
 
 
(ii) A’s private key. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) A systems analyst is planning a system for the administration of student courses to be used in an office in a school. 

The system must allow users at ten computers to access and update a central database. The analyst initially plans to 
use either a peer-to-peer or a server-based network. Give two reasons why a server-based network is likely to be more 
appropriate than a peer-to-peer network in this situation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(d) Details of the vehicles, owners and insurance policies are stored in a relational database. The following is a relation 

for insurance. 
 

Insurance (PolicyNumber, RegistrationNumber, DateStarted, PolicyType, Amount) 

 

Complete the following Data Definition Language (DDL) statement to create the Insurance table, including the key 
field. 

 
CREATE TABLE Insurance ( 

............................................................................................................................. ............... 

................................................................................................................... ......................... 

............................................................................................................................. ............... 

............................................................................................................................................ 

**** 
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Part II - B Essay Questions 
Write down any four questions only 

 

(1)  

(a) Apply De Morgan’s Law to the following expression and simplify the result. Show the stages of your working. 

 

𝐹 =  �̅� + (𝐵. 𝐴)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  

 
(b) A line-following robot has three sensors. It moves along a black line on a white background whilst the following 

conditions are met: 
 the sensor U does not detect any obstacle and. 
 either, but not both, of the sensors L and R are on the black line only. 

Sensor U returns 1 if it detects an obstacle and 0 if the path is clear. Sensors L and R each return 1 if they detect 
black and 0 if they detect white. A logic circuit will process the input from the sensors and produce an output M. M 
should be 1 if the robot is to move and 0 if the robot should stop. 

 
(i) Write down the Boolean expression. 
(ii) Construct a truth table for the Boolean expression obtained above in (i). 
(iii) What is the logic gate which is equivalent to the functionality of the Boolean expression obtained in (i) above? 
(iv) Draw the logic circuit for the Boolean expression obtained in (i). 
 
2. 
Consider the following scenario. 
 
A company which manufactures milk powder uses manual methods to pack milk powder. All the operations such as 
weighing milk powder, packing it, and closing packets are done using manual methods. There is a high demand for 
these milk powders among people and a lot of packets of milk powders are to be manufactured per day. There is a huge 
amount of delay by packing them manually and it is unable to meet the demand in the market. In addition, more number 
of employees are needed for these operations. The production manager proposes a computer-based solution to solve 
these problems. In this method, it is expected to weigh milk powder while milk powder is moving on a conveyer belt in 
one section and in the next section, packets are closed.  So delay is reduced and it is expected to pack a lot of milk 
packets in a day. 
 
(a) Write down three drawbacks that the company would face by using manual methods.  
(b) What is functional requirement? Write down two functional requirements of this computer-based system. 
(c) What is non-functional requirement? 
(d) Propose a name of the computer-based system to do manufacturing efficiently.  
 
 
3.  
(a) For each of the following applications in the Internet determine whether you would use TCP or UDP and explain the 

reasons for your choice. 
 

(i)  File transfer 
(ii) Watching a real time streamed video 
(iii) Web browsing 
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 (b) A computer is unable to connect to the network after startup and that a message says “This connection has limited 
or no connectivity.” The user issues the ipconfig /all command. The user reports the IP address is 169.254.69.196 
with subnet mask of 255.255.0.0 and nothing is displayed for the DNS server IP address. What is the possible cause 
of the problem? 

 
(c)   
A medium scale company has 80 employees requires an Internet connectivity for their basic web browsing 
requirements. 
(i) State a technology which you can utilize to limit the computers to less than 25 in a network in the entire company 

network. 
(ii) If one is required to provide web and mail facility to users, state four basic equipment you need. Explain using a 

high level diagram, how you would connect these devices to provide the intended use. 
 

4. 
Consider the following scenario. 
 
ABC College has planned to implement a Teachers' Information Management System (TIMS) for their college. The 
purpose of this system is to identify and manage teachers' responsibilities and tasks. This TIMS uses a database to store 
the information about teachers, classes and all the subjects. 
The employee number, name, address, contact no, the date of appointment, username, password and job role (whether 
principal or teacher) should be stored in that TIMS. All the teachers and the principal can access to TIMS. 
All the subjects for each Grade should be stored and identified uniquely. subject_code, subject_name, grade are stored 
in TIMS. The teachers are allocated for subjects. Most of the teachers allocated for one subject and there are some cases 
that a teacher teaches more than one subject. For one particular subject there can be more than one teacher allocated. 
There are five classes for one Grade in the college and each classroom can be uniquely identified from the class code 
and with the class code, the grade, the location and the teacher in charge should be recorded. One teacher is assigned as 
teacher in charge for only one class and there is only one teacher in charge for each class. 
 
Construct a single ER diagram for the above mentioned scenario and identify attributes and associate them with entity 
or relationship types and mark primary key attributes for each entities. State any assumptions necessary to support your 
design. 
 
5. 
(a) What is a context diagram in the context of Systems analysis & design? 

(b)  
A Video shop DVD rental services for people. They use a DVD rental system for this purpose. A customer can give 
order for DVD and if the order is accepted, the system checks whether DVD is available or not in the shop. If the 
DVD is available, payment is made by the customer and customer gets invoice and DVD and the details about video 
rental are recorded in record management system. And the deposit details are sent to payment details system. If the 
particular DVD is not available in the shop, the order for DVD from the customer is rejected by the system.  
 
Draw a context diagram to show the overview of the DVD rental system described above. Clearly indicate external 
entities and data flows in the diagram. 
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6.  
A text file named ‘data.txt’ contains a number of students’ marks and their names. Every student has three (03) marks. 
The text file ‘data.txt’ is shown in the figure 1 as follows. Every students’ average marks should be calculated and the 
average marks calculated and their names are recorded in a text file named ‘sol.txt’. The output text file ‘sol.txt’ is 
shown in the figure 2 as follows. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You are required to: 
(a) develop a flowchart for this problem. 
(b) write a python program to implement this flowchart. 
 

**** 

Raheem 
60 
70 
80 
Jana 
80 
90 
70 
Philip 
60 
90 
90 
-------------- 
-------------- 
-------------- 
-------------- 
 

Raheem 
70.0 
Jana 
80.0 
Philip 
80.0 
-------------- 
-------------- 
-------------- 
-------------- 
 

Figure 1 Figure 2 
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